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2019 Meetings:

I want to give an”Atta Boy” to
Robert Tardiff for the great interviews he has been producing
for the newsletter. When the
original idea came up, so did his
name, and he graciously accepted the challenge.
Roberts interviews take the
reader on a visual tour of where
club members make their magic
and share origin stories of what
set them down their unique
paths into woodworking. I have
found that I look forward to
Rob’s articles in every newsletter.
Because Robert has done such
a great job, I asked him if he
would work more closely with
David in preparation for taking
over the newsletter as David
gears up to move to Tennessee.
Thankfully, he said yes.
Something that has been missing from the newsletter lately
has been member participation

Membership Meetings
Delmar VFW
7:30 P. M.

Jan 17
Mar 21
May 16 Jul 21*
Sep 19
Nov 21*
*July meeting is a
Sunday picnic

*Nov meeting is the
banquet

Christmas Banquet
Our meeting this month will
be our annual Christmas banquet. We look forward to this
time of fellowship each year.
Hors d’oeuvres begin at 6pm
with dinner to follow at 7pm.
See you there!

in sharing projects. We all love
seeing what others are creating,
so please send David or Robert
pictures of your projects so we
can share them with everyone.
I will lead by example and
share photos of my most recent
project for the Member Projects
section.
Speaking of projects, we could
use some items for an auction
instead of our usual raffle for this
year’s Christmas banquet. If you
have some little items you would
like to donate, please bring them
along. We have asked Bill Jefferson to be the auctioneer, and
you know how much fun that is.
-Jack Dalton
MDWW President
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A Home Shop for the Home

By BobTardiff
Ed Nock’s shop is in a two car garage. His table saw and assembly table are
positioned right in the middle, and tools such as his bandsaw, sanders and lathes
oriented along the walls. There are work benches built to countertop height with
cabinets beneath to offer ample storage space, and the walls are MDW pegboard
for streamlined organization. Centralized in the shop are a couple of chairs where
one can sit and ponder or have a pleasant conversation.

Ed pontificating about life in his
south Salisbury woodshop.

A few bowl projects Ed completed.

When I asked Ed which tools he found the most useful, he quickly responded that the
table saw and router are at the top of his list, with his lathes not far behind. One of Ed’s main
interests is wood turning, which he learned from both careful reading, and attending several
workshops in Newton, PA over the course of three years.
Ed found that the best way to accumulate tools was to convince his wife that
he needed the specific tool to make something useful. So, Ed accumulated many
tools as he built much of the furniture in his home.
A few of Ed’s notable pieces are a hunt table (a table too high for a hunting
dog to reach where mounted hunters can pick up their lunch), a round table with
five chairs, and his favorite, a curly maple corner cabinet (which is indeed beautiful).
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Currently, Ed makes small pieces which
he sells in Easton. He makes handles for cheese
knives, cheese boards, puzzles, etc. A cracker
tray is an especially interesting piece because of
the slanted edges, and required the construction of a special jig so that it could be glued up.
Notice the sketch Ed used to guide the
design of the jig for the cheese tray (below left).
Sketching first and building later comes naturally for Ed, as he has worked as an architect
where sketching to scale is routine. Moreover,
this design process requires trigonometry,
which Ed also uses routinely in his shop. (This
was something I could have used in my math
classes whenever a student asked me what
“trig” was good for.)

Ed’s favorite piece, a curly maple
corner cabinet.

The Hunt Table

Ed’s sketch for a jig to glue
up a cracker tray.

A finished cracker tray.

Cheese knife.
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There is a sign hanging on the back wall of Ed’s shop saying, “Think Dumb
Ass.” There are actually two such signs. The first one, which is the one in his
shop, was the result of an unfortunate, and, thank goodness, harmless event with
a drill chuck. Some club members thought such a sign was a good idea and Ed
made a second one. This sign was signed and held by the member who made the
most recent faux pas and passed on when the next event occurred. Word has it
that it has been signed by many members, but no one seems to know where it is
now.
Lastly, if you are interested in seat weaving, caning, or construction of
Shaker type split reed, Ed knows that too. In fact, he even taught it to students at
Bennett High School. I enjoyed a very pleasant morning interviewing Ed.
Thanks, Ed!
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Member Projects
Unable to find what she wanted in furniture stores, Jack Dalton’s sister told
him, “Jack, you will just have to make it.” So, Jack recruited David Southern to
help with design and construction and set out to make her dream coffee table. Jack
also contacted Jim Laverty, and used his lathe duplicator to make the legs. Bill Jefferson even stopped by regularly to crack the whip and make sure Jack did it right.
The table is made of maple and includes tiger maple top and drawer fronts. It is
finished with honey maple analine dye and lacquer. His sister really likes it!
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Workshops
We were able to get together once again to build something to give
to the ladies at our annual Christmas Banquet.This year, Jim Ware came up
with a design for coaster sets. Ed Nock and Pat Lemley helped with organizing the workshop and a group of guys got together to make it happen. It is
so nice to be able to continue to gift the ladies with some of our beautiful
creations.

